Year 5 Long Term Curriculum Plans

Autumn:
Crime and
Punishment.

Poetry- Free VerseConversation

English

Narrative- Science
Fiction- Prologues

Spring:

Reach for the stars
Non-Chronological
Report
Can I inform people
about the planets in our
solar system?

Recount- biographical

Summer:

Material world
Poetry- Rap using
figurative
Language- shoots,
growing through the
new year.
Narrative- Issues and
Dilemmas

What the Ancient
Greeks did for us!

Erupting Volcanos

Narrative- Myths and
Legends

Poetry- NarrativeHighway Man

Explanation TextExplain how a volcano
erupts

Older Literature –
Dickens Oliver Twist
Trip Style Mill / Quarry
Bank

Film NarrativeHercules Myth

Instructions- Survival
How to survive Y6speak to Y6 chn

Persuasion- Advertise
the toy

Key Texts
Twitter

Mathematics

Science

The Solar System
@TheRSC

Hercules

@esascience

Number- Place Value
Number- Addition and Subtraction
Statistics
Number-Multiplication and Division
Perimeter and Area
Forces
What keeps our feet on
the ground?
How can we ‘use the
force’?
How does it slow us
down?

Oliver Twist

Earth and Space
How do the planets in
our solar system move?
Why do we have night
and day?

Number- Multiplication and Division
Number- Fractions
Number- Decimals & Percentage

Changing Materials
What changes can we make to water and wood?
Can we reverse those changes?

Number- Decimals
Geometry- Properties of Shapes
Geometry- Position and Directions
Measurement- Converting time
Measure- Volume
Living things and their
habitats
What do life cycles look
like in different habitats?

Animals including
Humans
How do humans
change from birth to
old age?
What roles do tribe
people have at

different stages of
their lives?

Twitter

History

@astropeake

@ScienceatCZ
Ancient Greeks
How did they live? How did
they influence our
democracy?

- Crime and Punishment
How has crime and punishment changed through
time?
-

Twitter

@PoliceChester

Geography

Climate change
What is climate change
and how does it affect
children around the world?

National Parks
Who are Britain’s
National Parks for?

Twitter

@oxfamgb @GreenpreaceUK

@visitsnowdonia

Art

Volcanoes
What are volcanoes
and how do they affect
the lives of people?

Art work from around the world

Architecture

Twitter
- Mechanics

Design and making
Phone cases

D&T

Computing

Music

PE

Digital Safety/
Computer Networks
How do we keep safe?

Programming physical
systems (crumble)

Class Orchestra
Musical ensemble
Hockey
How can I improve my
fine motor skill
movements with the
hockey stick to
successfully work with

Football
How can I improve my
passing and receiving
skills?
Netball

Programming (scratch)
Simulating physical
systems
How can we use
programming to
simulate climate change
and its affects?

Can I make a model
which uses a cam
mechanism?

We are game
developers

-

We are artists- animate
stop animation of film
narrative

IT Skills (Spreadsheets)
How can I use a
spreadsheet to record
data?

Make You Feel My
Love

The Fresh Prince of
Bel Air

Dancing In The Streets

Classroom Jazz

Swimming
How do I improve my
swimming technique?

Swimming
How do I improve my
swimming technique?

Outdoor Activities

Gym
Can I create complex

Forest School

Athletics
What sports are
involved in athletics?
How can I improve my
movement
techniques?

Dance
How can we reflect
climate change and its
affects and movements

my team?

Twitter

RE

PSHE

Gymnastics

How can I improve my
defending and marking
skills?

sequences that include
actions, shapes and
balances?

@ChesterHockey

@ChesterFC @chester_netball

@bethtweddlenews

@GBRParaSwimTeam

@Diversity_Tweet

@TeamGB

Hinduism
What is the best way for a
Hindu to show
commitment to God?

Christianity
Is the Christmas story
true?

Hinduism

Christianity
Did God intend Jesus to
be crucified and if so
was Jesus aware of this?

Hinduism
Do beliefs in Karma,
Samsara and Moksha help
Hindus lead good lives?

Christianity
What is the best way
for a Christian to show
commitment to God?

SEAL - New
Beginnings

SEAL - Getting on and
Falling Out

SEAL - Good to be Me

‘We’re All Wonders’
(R J Palacio)

‘This is Our House’
(Michael Rosen)

The story of Mary
Seacole

Who was Winston
Churchill? What did
he do?

What is belief in
action? How is it
demonstrated? Can
you have belief
without action?

Play the circle of life?
What does this mean?
Listen and respond to
this song?
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=9Pmc2
HDMiA&list=PL95970
EFE70300C9
3&index=14

How can Brahman be
everywhere and
everything?

‘Two Monsters’
(David McKee)
Fill a bucket with your
worries and a treasure
chest with the coping
techniques you have.
Thinking about when
you are resilient and
when you are
vulnerable.
Complete a 5 a day
activity focusing on
things you do each day
to make you happy!

Where does our food
come from? Look at a
map of the world and
place different foods.

in a performance?
Sports Day Practice

SEAL - Going for
Goals

‘The Hueys in the
New Jumper’ (Oliver
Jeffers)
Story of John Hawkins
and write a diary of a
slave.
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=ZJDNS
p1QJA&list=PL959
70EFE70300C93&inde
x= 6
An old man shares his
life story with his
young grandchild
through evocative
music. Very moving!
Go with what the
children want to
discuss.

SEAL – Relationships

SEAL – Changes

What is going on in the
national news?
Newsround

‘Beegu’ (Alexis
Deacon)

Freedom Thinking
skills p.47 Are we ever
free

‘Something Else’
(Kathryn Cave)
Pandora’s Box
Stories for thinking
p.62. What does
hope mean?

If you could choose
one thing to change
about the world what
would it be
SEAL will be the main element of PSHE but the following planning schemes will be taught throughout the year No outsiders, PREVENT, P4C,
Mental Health and Different Families, Same Love (see additional planning on website).

